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SCOUNDREL
SHIRAZ GRENACHE

FILSELL SHIRAZ

QUPE SYRAH

TERRASSES DE
BAALBECK

CATENA ALTA
MALBEC

POFADDER

MARIMAR ESTATE
PINOT NOIR

A Barossa red
that delivers
bags of fruit
at a keen
price.

Shy, retiring –
think again!
This is a big,
brassy Barossa
Shiraz.

Rich dark
fruit, soft
tannins and a
touch of pepper
– fire up the
barbecue!

From one of the
flagship
estates in the
Bekaa valley,
Lebanon – a
modern take on
Chateauneuf du
pape.
Bramble fruit
and gamey notes
from the
Mourvedre in
the blend.

Argentinian
Malbecs don’t
come with much
more
prestigious
pedigrees than
those of
Catena.
This Svelte
Malbec oozes
plum fruit,
blackcurrant
and a dusting
of mocha

Ebn Sadie is
widely regarded
as one of the
most gifted
winemakers in
South Africa.

Brim full of
dark fruit. A
rich,
hedonistic
treat.

From the
Central Coast
of California,
the cooler
climate creates
a Rhone-like
expression of
Shiraz aka
Syrah.

EL PORVENIR
CABERNET FRANC
MALBEC
From the cooler
Lafayate valley
in Mendoza
comes this
clever blend.

Russian River
is perhaps one
of the best
exponents of
the Burgundian
style of Pinot
Noir and this
is no
exception.

25.00

29.50

12.25

27.00

Dark fruit,
black pepper
and a hint of
olive tapenade.

25.00

The Cabernet
Franc adds
violet aromas
and additional
acidity that
gives welcome
freshness to
this supple
wine.

16.50

It is not often
you see 100%
Cinsault wines
– a tricky
grape to master
but in Sadie’s
hands this wine
has beautiful
energy and
freshness.

Bright sour
cherry fruit,
smooth tannins
and a long
finish.

25.00

31.00
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DE ALTO CRIANZA
RIOJA

DE ALTO RESERVA
RIOJA

PIRAPU, JUMILLA CHATEAU D’ARSAC
MARGAUX

DOMAINE DE LA
MADONE FLEURIE

BRUNO SOURDAIS
CHINON

Soft raspberry
and strawberry
fruit married
with smooth
tannins and a
hint of vanilla
from the oak.

De Alto make
their Reserva
in the best
years when the
quality of
fruit produces
a wine with
greater ageing
potential
Concentrated
red fruit,
tobacco and
leather notes.

A blend of two
A blend of
thirds
Cabernet
Monastrell (the
Sauvignon,
one
speciality of
third Merlot.
this
region).and
The Cabernet
Syrah
element gives
Bramble fruit,
the wine the
tannic
soft tannins
structure to
and a meaty
age and the
note on the
Merlot gives
finish.
soft plummy
9.25
fruit – perfect
harmony!

Put aside any
misgivings you
have about
Beaujolais
wines. This
wine made with
the Gamay grape
is packed with
sour cherry and
redcurrant
fruit. Best
served slightly
chilled
alongside some
charcuterie.

The signature
German Pinot
Cabernet Franc
red grape of
Noir has come
has been grown
the Loire
on in leaps and
in the cooler
valley is
bounds over
parts of NE
Cabernet Franc.
recent years
Italy for
Sometimes the
but some are
centuries.
wines can tend
still a bit
Lovely cherry
towards a
heavy on the
and redcurrant
slightly
oak. Not this
fruit,
unripe, green
one – perfect
refreshing
pepper note but
bright cherry
acidity and
this beauty has
fruit and a bit
light bodied
plenty of ripe
of a bargain
for the perfect
fruit – great
at this price.
afternoon
chilled on a
aperitif.
summer’s day.

Benchmark
crianza –
uncomplicated
and very
quaffable.

11.00
15.00
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24.00

20.00

R15
MAZZOLADA
CABERNET FRANC

12.50

R16
VILLA WOLF
PINOT

13.00
10.00

